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Abstract: We consider the problem of testing subhypotheses in a heteroscedastic linear regression model. The 

proposed test statistics are based on the ranks of scaled residuals obtained under the null hypothesis. Any 

estimator that is n”2-consistent under the null hypothesis can be used to form the residuals. The error variances 

are estimated through a parametric model. This extends the theory of aligned rank tests to the heteroscedastic 

linear model. A real data set is used to illustrate the procedure. 
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1. Introduction 

Let (yi,Xi,&i), i=l , . . . , n, be independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) (JJ + 2)- 

dimensional random vectors such that Xi is p-dimensional, ci and Xi are independent 

and 

_Yj =P’Xi+OiEi =P;Xli+lj;X*i+~i&ir i=l ,...*n. (1.1) 

Here fl’= (/3;, /Xi) is an unknown p-dimensional parameter with PI q-dimensional, 

_Yi,Xl= (X;i,X;i) are observable with Xii q-dimensional, the errors E, have symmetric 

marginal distribution F (see the Appendix for exact assumptions), and the ai’s are 

scaling constants which express possible heteroscedasticity. We will assume that the 

scaling constants are of the form 

lOg(Oi) = B’Zi (1.2) 
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where 0 is an TX 1 vector of unknown coefficients and Zi are observable random 

vectors of dimension r, independent of the Ei. This is one of the common ways for 

modeling the variance function (Carroll and Ruppert, 1988). It shouId be noted that 

the particular model for the scaling constants is not essential to the proofs, even 

though different models may require somewhat different assumptions. For instance, 

the model oi = Ifi’Xi 1 ’ would require that the covariates xi have finite support and 

the oi’s be strictly bounded away from zero. 

Model (1.1) has been considered extensively over the past twenty years. The main 

focus of this research has been parameter estimation and variance function estima- 

tion. See Carroll and Ruppert (1988) for an excellent account of this work. Parame- 

ter estimation, however, is only the first step in the analysis of data arising from 

a linear model. For instance, a classical least squares analysis often focuses upon 

the analysis of variance, which tests simultaneous hypotheses on large subsets of the 

parameters. Given the attention the heteroscedastic model has received, it is sur- 

prising to note that the testing problem has been essentially overlooked. It is our 

purpose to provide a class of tests that are easy to apply and thus can serve as a 

useful alternative two Wald-type tests. 

In this paper we are interested in testing the hypothesis 

H,: p2 = 0. (1.3) 

We will consider tests statistics that are based on the ranks of the scaled (reduced 

model) residuals. This class of statistics will be called weighted aligned rank statistics. 
Aligned rank tests were first proposed by Hodges and Lehmann (1962) in a two-way 

layout context. Puri and Sen (1971; 1985) derive aligned rank tests for a number of 

factorial designs. The theory of aligned rank tests for regression is developed by 

Chiang and Puri (1984); the same problem was also considered by Adichie (1978) 

but he imposed restrictive assumptions on the design matrix. Other robust tests in 

the homoscedastic linear model are the M-tests of Schrader and Hettmansperger 

(1980), Sen (1982) and Ronchetti (1982a,b). (See also Hampel et al., 1986, Chap- 

ter 7.) None of these has been extended to the heteroscedastic regression model. 

In the next section we outline the methodology and derive the asymptotic distribu- 

tion of the aligned rank test statistic under the null hypothesis. The Pitman efficacy 

is derived in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates the test statistic with a real data set. 

Finally, some technical derivations are given in the Appendix. All the derivations 

will be presented in terms of logistic scores for the sake of simplicity. However, the 

present method can accommodate other score functions too. 

2. The test statistic 

Consider model (1.1) for the observations (yj,Xi) and let X= (X,j) denote the ma- 

trix with rows xl; it should be clear from the context when a double subscripted x 

refers to an element of X or to a partition of x, (see relation (1 .l)). A similar sub- 
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script notation applies for the elements of the n x p matrices D = (D,, D2) and d = 

(D,,Dz) introduced below. In matrix form the model (1 .l) can be written as 

z-’ Y = PX, p, + z-lx, p2 + & 

where Z is the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements ai, X=(X,,X,) with X, be- 

ing nxq, Y=(y, ,..., y,)‘, and a=(~, ,..., a,,)‘. Note that the model for the scaled 

(yi,xi) is homoscedastic. Thus if /?, is, under Ha, a n”*-consistent estimator, the 

aligned rank test for He is based on the convergence (cf. Akritas, 1991) 

1 
w’D,(D;D,)-‘D; ti+ - X2 

12 p-4 
(2.1) 

where @is C’ times the vector of ranks of the (vi -&‘x,,)/o,, and D, =(I-P)E-‘X2, 

where P is the matrix that projects on the space spanned by the columns of D, = 

ZmlX, and the unit vector (1 , . . . , 1)‘. However, since the oi are unknown (and 

thus w, D= (D,,D,) are also unknown), (2.1) cannot be used to test He. In what 

follows we will show that 

W**‘D,@; D2)-‘fi; W l 2 **+-X 12 P-Q’ (2.2) 

where W** is n-’ times the vector of ranks of the aligned and scaled data II$= 

(yi -&x,,)/&~, e1 = exp(B’z,), and D2 = (Z-&xP1X2, J? being the diagonal matrix 

with diagonal elements 6; and p the matrix that projects on the space spanned by 

the columns of D, =z’-‘Xl and the unit vector 1. 

Let d;j (~;j) denote the elements of the matrix D (a) and note that for j = 1, . . . , q, 

d~j =X;j/ai (c?;~ =X;j/~i). We will also use the notation ~i~=X~jj/~i, di~=Xij/ai. Then, 

the model for the aligned and scaled data is 

FI$ = (vi -fi{Xlj)/8, 

=A,+p;d;+&;~;/f3,, (2.3) 

where A, = (p, -/?l)‘d,iV To obtain a suitable representation of the ranks of the F’s, 

let n’=(d;,d;), where d, is q-dimensional and d2 is r-dimensional, and define 

F,(x;Ll) = n-’ i I c ~i-P;xli-d~xl;~xai(~) , 

i=l 0; > 
(2.4) 

where oi(n)=exp(L3;Zi). Note that, under He, F,(x;O) =F,(x) is the empirical dis- 

tribution function of the errors Ei. Also note that at n^= (&p,, e- e), cri(a)= 

exp[(8-- 0)‘Zi] =&;/a;, so that F,(x;o^) is the empirical distribution function of the 

&‘s. It follows that any statistic that is based on the ranks of the w’s can be ex- 

pressed in terms of the F,,(M$; a)‘~. The transformation FI$ + F,(II$;6) will be re- 

fered to as the rank transformation. Also let 

F(x;d) = n-’ i F(xor,(d)+d;d,,) 
i=l 

(2.5) 

so that F(x; 0) = F(x). 
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Lemma 2.1. Let o^=(&-@p,,&6?). Then, under Ho, 

Cl/&(. ;A)-F(j = O,(l), 

where /I . 11 denotes sup-norm. 

The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1 of Akritas (1991). 

The present methodology constructs first a test statistic based on the transformed 
data F(F), . . . . F(W,). Note that by Lemma 2.1, the transformation II$- F(y) is 

the asymptotic form of the rank transformation. The transformed data are then re- 

placed by the rank transformed data F,(W$;&, i = 1, . . . , n, in the test statistic and 

it is shown that the two statistics are asymptotically equivalent. 

Under Ho: p2 = 0, the model for the transformed data is 

F(e) =F(Aj+&jOj/bi) =F(&iOi/8j)+Aif(E~O~i/~~+f~) 

= F(&i)+ [F(&iOi/8j)-F(&;)] +Aif(&j Oj/tii +Ai) 

= 0.5+ [F(&jO~i/f3i)-F(&i)] +Aif(&iOji/fii++ai)+ei (2.6) 

where ai is between zero and Ai, and ei = [F(Ei) - 0.51. Thus Var(ei) = l/12, for all 

i. We want to show that a quadratic form in the F(II$)‘s has asymptotically a chi- 

squared distribution. To do this we will show that the second and third terms on 

the right hand side of (2.6) do not affect the asymptotic distribution of the quadratic 

form (Lemma 2.2). Indeed the usual asymptotic theory for the linear model implies 

that 

in distribution, where V= (I’i, . . . , V,)’ with I$= 0.5 + ei. Relation (2.7) and the fol- 

lowing lemma yield the desired result. 

Lemma 2.2. Let q*=F(v) and W*=(W,*, . . . . W,*)‘. Then under the assumptions 
stated in the Appendix, 

v’D,(D;Dz)-‘D; I/- w*‘D,(D;D,)-9; w* --t 0 (2.8) 

in probability under H,. 

The proof is given in the Appendix. 

Next we show that the transformed data can be replaced in the quadratic form 

by the rank transformed data without altering its asymptotic distribution. 

Lemma 2.3. Let E$**=F,,(K$;& and W**=(w**,..., Wn**)‘, where n^ is defined 
in Lemma 2.1. Then, under the assumptions stated in the Appendix, 
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(2.9) 

The proof is given in the Appendix. 

Finally we show that we can replace the matrix D2 by the matrix I& in the quad- 

ratic form without altering its asymptotic distribution. 

Theorem 2.1. Under the assumptions stated in the Appendix the convergence in 
(2.2) is true. 

The proof is given in the Appendix. 

3. Pitman efficacy 

In this section we will consider the sequence of alternatives 

H,: &, = n-“2h, for some h E fRPq (3.1) 

and will derive the asymptotic distribution of the statistic in (2.2) in terms of the 

quantity 

y2 = ,llt n.* i (h’d$)2. (3.2) 
i=l 

From (2.3) is follows that under H, the model for the transformed aligned and 

scaled data is (for convenience we write p2 instead of &, in what follows) 

(3.3) 

From Lemma 3.2 in Akritas (1991) it follows that the mean value and variance of 

the ‘errors’ e: = F(& d; + Ei) satisfy 

i 

sup{)Var(ei*)-l/12\; i=l, . . ..n> = o(1) 

E(eT) = 0.5 +PidzE[f(Ei +S,i)], 
(3.4) 

where a2i is between zero and &dz. Adding and subtracting the E(eT) from the 

right hand side of (3.3) gives 
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where ei = e: - E(e/). First we will show that the thLd and fourth term on the right 

hand side of (3.5) can be ignored in the asymptotics. Let 

~=0.5+p;d,*iEf(&i+6,,)+ei, (3.6) 

and V=(F, . . . . I$,)‘. Note that the notation y is also used in (2.7); this is justified 

by the fact that the two expressions coincide under the null hypothesis. 

Lemma 3.1. Let H$*=F(K$) be given by (3.5) and W*=(W,*,..., W,*)‘. Then 

V’D,(D;DJ’D; I/- w*‘D,(D;D,)-‘D; w*+ 0 

in probability under H,. 

Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 it suffices to show that for j,= 

q+l,..., p and conditionally on Dz 

Sj2 = np112 ;gl d,j,(~*- P$> 

+n-1’2 i diJzAif(Pi~~+Eioi/~i++i) 
i=l 

(3.7) 

converges to zero in probability. These terms can be shown to converge to zero by 

arguments similar to those used to show that the two terms on the right hand side 

of (A.3) converge to zero. This completes the proof. 

By a similar argument it can be shown that a2; in the expression of I$ can be ig- 

nored in the asymptotics. Indeed it can be shown that 

V’D,(D; D2)-l 0; I/- V*‘D,(D; D,)-‘0; I/* 4 0, in probability, (3.8) 

where V*=(q*, . . . . I$*)’ with I$* = 0.5 + 0;. d2i Ef(Ei) + ei. Proposition A.2 in Akritas 

(1991) implies 
1 

V*‘D,(D;D,)-‘D;V*-,--x2 12 ,-,WY2W(~N2~. (3.9) 

We are now ready to formulate the main result of this section. 

Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions stated in the Appendix, 

W**‘D2(d; D2)-%; W 

in distribution under H,. 

Proof. By Lemmas 2.3, 3.1, relations (3.8), (3.9) and a standard contiguity argu- 
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ment, it follows that 

w**‘D,(D;D$‘D; IV** + -+,(12Y2[Ef(E)12) 

in distribution under H,. The theorem then follows from the fact that the left hand 

side of (A.22) converges to zero in probability under H,, and thus under H,. 

4. A numerical illustration 

To illustrate the use of the test statistic from Section 2 we shall apply it to a real 

data set. We have chosen the salary survey data example from Chatterjee and Hadi 

(1988) (Example 4.3 on p. 87), which relates the monthly salary of a random sample 

of size 31 of employees in a given company to five factors thought to determine 

salary differentials. 

Chatterjee and Hadi fit a linear model to these data and study plots of the 

residuals versus the fitted values and the regressors. It turns out (see p. 90 and Fig- 

ures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.8) that these results suggest heteroscedasticity with respect to x1, 

x2 and x,. As x2 indicates sex a natural testing problem which suggests itself is that 

of He: no sex difference. In other words, He: p2 = 0, where b2 is the coefficient of 

x2. (In the notation of Section 2, we have /3,‘=(p1,&,/?4,/35) and & =P2.) 

Following (1.2), we model the variance a, by 

o;i/o = exp(f9,xjl + 19~x;~ + 04xj4). (4.1) 

To obtain estimates for the B’s, and hence for the o,, we use the pseudo-likelihood 

method of Carroll and Ruppert (1988, Chapter 3). In this method, the likelihood 

L is not maximized simultaneously with respect to the p’s and 8’s, but only with 

respect to the B’s, while fixing the p’s at the value of a preliminary estimate, ob- 

tained e.g. through application of ordinary least squares. The resulting 8’s lead 

through (4.1) to a weighted data set, which in its turn can be used to obtain an up- 

dated estimate for the /3’s, and through reapplication of the pseudo-likelihood 

method, to an updated estimate for the B’s as well. Obviously, this process can be 

repeated as often as we like, but for our application we stop after this second step. 

Note in this connection that Carroll and Ruppert state that one step already pro- 

duces a consistent estimate, but that for practical application a second iteration step 

is advisable (see p. 73). Another point to be noted in passing is that throughout our 

paper the alignment is based on residuals under the null hypothesis. As here Ho: 

f12=0, this means that x2 plays no role in the (weighted) least squares analyses 

which produce the preliminary and updated estimates for the p’s. But in estimating 

the B’s, the variable x2 does play a role, as Chatterjee and Hadi’s analysis suggests 

heteroscedasticity with respect to x2 as well. 

After resealing x,, x2 and x4 to have common median 1.0, the results for 

(L$, Q2, Q4) in the present example are (-0.917, 0.333, 0.011) after the first step and 
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(-0.955, 0.385, 0.033) after the second and final step. Notice that these outcomes 

are compatible with the conclusions from the residuals analyses in Chatterjee and 

Hadi. They observe that the variation increases in x2 and decreases in x1 and x,. 

Hence I!& and 82 have the right sign. On the other hand, $d is so close to zero that 

it mainly suggests that heteroscedasticity with respect to x, is negligible. 

Graphical inspection of the residuals gives no cause to distrust the assumption of 

symmetry. Moreover, 15 of the 3 1 residuals are positive, while the signed rank sum 

for the positive (negative) observations equals 243 (253). Gastwirth (1971) suggested 

a simple test for symmetry based on the number of observations exceeding the sam- 

ple mean. Here this number is 14, which is evidently far from significant. 

From the above we can now readily compute the scaled residuals under H,,, as 

well as the corresponding vector of ranks (R,, . . ..R.). It only remains to evaluate 

the matrix D2 in order to be able to compute the value of our weighted aligned 

rank statistic from (2.2). As p-q= 1 here, this statistic boils down to T2, with 

T= n-l i &(i)R;, 
i=l 

(4.2) 

where d2(i) are the elements of the vector L&, standardized such that C?=, d;(i) = 1. 

Straightforward calculation yields that for the present data T attains the value 

0.547. As 12T2 is asymptotically Xf, this leads to an approximate P-value of 5.8%. 

To conclude this section, we compare the results above to those of the similar, 

but much simpler, analysis under homoscedasticity. Hence, we now ignore possible 

variance effects and just obtain unweighted aligned observations by computing the 

residuals under the null hypothesis. It remains to compute their ranks (R,, . . . , R,) 

and the coefficients d2(i), this time derived from unweighted Xij, to be able to com- 

pute T from (4.2) for this situation. Here we find a value 0.403, leading to an ap- 

proximate P-value of 16%. 

Appendix: proofs 

The proofs will be derived under the following assumptions. 

Al. D is of full rank and 

(i) n-‘D’D converges almost surely to a positive definite matrix, 

(ii) The largest diagonal element of D(D’D)-‘D’ goes to zero almost surely 

as n-tco, 

A2. (i) i c?ij= i d;j =O for allj=q+l,...,p, 
i=l i=l 

(ii) igr J;j, Jij, = i dij, dij2 = 0 for all jr = 1, . . . , q and j2 = q + 1, . . . ,P, 
i=l 
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(9 n-l j, llxill = O,(l), 

(iii) sup{nP1’211xill;i=1,...,n}-*0, almost surely, 

(i) The error distribution function F has finite first moment and a bounded 

density f (I f / <C,) that satisfies E[&f (c)] = 0. The derivative off exists 

and is bounded (If’1 <C,). 

(ii) The distribution of the random vector q has bounded support. 

(iii) The errors E; are independent from X; and zi. 

(A4(i) can be weakened to include the double exponential distribution.) 

A5. The estimators /?,, & satisfy 

n1’2(/% -PJ = O,(l), n”2(& 0) = O,(l). 

Remark A.l. (i) The relations in assumption A2 follow from the definition of the 

matrices D2, D2. It is for the sake of convenient reference that these relations are 

stated as assumptions. 

(ii) Relation (1.2) implies that assumption A4(ii) is equivalent to the assumption 

that the o, are bounded away from zero and infinity. The assumption that the ai 

are bounded away from zero is common in the theory of the heteroscedastic linear 

model. 

(iii) The construction of estimators p^,, t? as described in assumption A5 is con- 

sidered in Carroll and Ruppert (1988). 

We begin with two preliminary results that will be needed in the following proofs. 

Lemma A.l. (i) Under assumptions A4(ii) and A5, 

sup(n”2~oiii~‘-1/;i=l,...,~} =0,(l). 

(ii) Under assumptions Al(l), A3, A4(ii) and AS, 

Sup{Idi;-d;J; i=l,..., n} = o,(l) for all j=l,...,p. 

Proof. (i) From (1.2) we have 

SUp;{(o;o~‘-11) =SUp;{IeXp[(0-8)‘2;]-11) 

= sup;{~(e-8)‘Z;c;~} 
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where C; is between 1 and ci bLT’. By assumptions A4(ii) and AS, [fi- 01 Supi(l.Zill) = 
0p(n-1’2). By a similar argument, SUpi{ Ci} = O,(l), and thus the proof is complete. 

(ii) For j = l,..., 4 we have that sUPildij_~ijijl = supi(dij(l-ai~~‘)( < 
SUpiI)tZ-‘“d~l) SUpi TZ”~ ( 1 - ai &i-l/ = o,(l), by assumptions A3(ii), A4(iii), A5 and 
part (i) of this lemma. For the rest it suffices to show that 

m(fi2 -4) = o,(l), 

where for any matrix A = (Qij), nt(A) = SUPi,j (aij (. From their definition, 

D*-Dz = (~-‘-~-‘)x,+~(~-‘-~-‘)xz+(P-P)~-’x~. 
Thus 

42-02) 

6 m((~-1-~-‘)X2)+m(~(~-*-~-1)X2)+m((P-&.i-1X2). (A.l) 

From the previous analysis of SUpi iris -d;jl for j= 1, . . . , q it follows that 
m(@^’ --Ed’)X2) = o,(l). It remains to show that the other two terms on the right 
hand side of (A.1) are o,(l). The matrix involved in the second term on the right 
hand side of (A.l) is 

n-l/2~~(n-lfi~‘~:)-‘n-l/2~~‘(~-’ _&1)X2, 

where fiT= (1 1 D1). Using the fact that m(AB),<km(A)m(B), where k is the com- 
mon dimension of the matrices A and B it follows that 

m(P(P - .P)X*) 

< q2m(n-“*dl*)m((n-‘L~‘~~)-‘)m(n-‘/2-’ -P)X,). 

From assumptions A3(iii) and part (i) of this lemma it follows that m(n-1’2@)= 
o,(l). By assumption Al(i) and part (i) of this lemma it follows that m((n-‘~~‘~~)-‘) = 
O,(l). Finally from assumptions A3(ii) and part (i) of this lemma it follows that 
m(n~“*~~‘(~‘-’ - 2?‘)X,) = Op( 1). The above imply that the second term on the 
right hand side of (A.l) is o,(l). The matrix involved in the third term on the right 
hand side of (A.l) is 

(P-P)PX, = (S:-o~)(D:‘D:)-‘~):‘~-‘x2 

+ s:[(q’s:)-’ - (Dl*‘q)-‘] D;“YX, 

+B:(~:‘~:)-‘(B:‘-D:‘)~-‘x,, 

where 0: = (1 ) D,). Now, 

< q2m(n-“2~,:)l11((n-‘~.1*‘1s:)-‘)rn(AI) = o,(l), 

where Al is the (1 + q) x (p-q) matrix whose first row is the zero vector and the 
rest of the elements are n-1’2 Ci XijOi-‘(Su,-dij,), j’= 1, . . . ,q, j= q+ 1, .,. ,p. In- 
deed, rn(n-“‘ti:) = o,(l) and m((n-‘d:‘6:)-‘) = O,(l), as explained above, and 
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111-1’2 ci xjj&jijr - d;j,)l < SUP{~‘“/~;~~‘-II}~-’ 1; lX;jXij,0;21=Op(1), by 

part (i) of this lemma and assumption A4(ii) (see also Remark Al(ii)). By a similar 

analysis it follows that rn((~:-o,*)(ol”‘D1*)-‘ol*‘~-‘X2) = o,(l). Finally, 

m(D:[(BI”‘B:)-’ - (D:‘D:)-‘]D;“‘PX,) 

< q2m(n-‘” ^ * Di )m((n-‘D:‘D:)-‘-(n-‘D:‘D:)-‘)m(A2) = o,(l), 

where A2 is the (q + 1) x (p - q) matrix whose first row has elements n-‘/2 C i Xij a,:’ 
and the rest of the elements are n-i’2 Ci (dij,Xij a,:‘). Indeed m(n-‘“d:) = oP(l), as 

explained above; from assumption A3(ii) it follows that m(A2) = 0P(n1’2); finally 

it is easy to see that m(n-i@‘@- n-‘D:‘DT) = 0,(X’“) which implies that 

m((n-‘fi~‘fi~)-’ - (n-‘DT’D:))‘) = O,(n-‘“). This completes the proof of the 

lemma. 

Proof of Lemma 2.2. In the arguments that follow we will condition on the matrix 

D2. The fact that for each given D2 relation (2.8) holds implies that (2.8) is also 

true unconditionally. Set P2=D2(D~D2))‘D2. Then the left side of (2.8) equals 

V’P,(V- W*)+ W*‘P2(V- W*). We will show that each of these terms tends to 

zero in probability. For the first term we need to show 

(n-i’2 V’&) (n?D; D,))’ [n P”2D;( I/- W*)] --t 0 in probability. (A.2) 

In view of (2.7) and assumption Al(i), (A.2) will hold if 

Sj,=n-1’2i~~d;j,(~*-~)~0, j‘=q+l,...,p. 

By (2.6) and the definitions of l$, y*, it follows that 

sj, = n-“2 id, dij,{ [F(E; a,/~;) -F(E;)] +Aif(Ei o;/~; +A;)}. (A.3) 

By Lemma A. l(i) and assumption A5, the first term on the right hand side of (A.3) 

will be shown to converge to zero in probability if we show that 

SUP 

i 
K1’2i$, d;j,[F(Ei(l+ZItn-1’2))-F(Ei)]; l/~~l<K~ +O (A.4) 

for any constant K. To show (A.4) we will show that the above process indexed by 

t converges weakly to the zero process. Before proceeding, it is worth to note that 

the random variables F(e;(l +z,‘t~“~)) -F(E;), i= 1, . . . . n, are not i.i.d. because we 

have conditioned on the di/‘S and, in general, the zI’s depend on the dij’se 

Remark A.2. In the case (which is not particularly relevant in practice) that the Z;‘S 

are independent from the xi’s (and thus from the dij’s), relation (A.4) and all the 

results of this paper hold without the assumption that E[.sf(c)] = 0 (see calculations 

involving the expected value below). In particular, the results of this paper would 

hold for asymmetric error distributions. 
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To show weak convergence we will show that the conditions in Theorem 10.6 

of Pollard (1990) are satisfied. First we need to show that the expected value of 

n-r” Cl=, d;j, [F(e;(l + zltn-“‘)) -F(Q)] converges to zero uniformly in t. Indeed, 

this expected value is 

n-1’2 ;g, d,j,E[F(&( 1 + 2; tn-“2)) -F(E)] 

=n -Ii2 ;!I d;j’E[Z~tC1’2&f(& + T)], 

for some T between zero and czItn-1’2, 

=?I -‘I2 ;$, djj,E’{Z,! tn-1’2[Ef(E) + E(f(E + T)-f(E))]) 

=n p1’2 ;i, d;j,E[Z~tn-1’2E(f(E + T) --f(~))], 

by assumptions A4(i) and A4(iii), 

which is easily seen to converge to zero by the dominated convergence theorem 

and assumptions A3(i), A4(i) and A4(ii); by the fact that t is bounded it is easily 

seen that the convergence is uniform in 1. From now on we consider the process 

in question to be centered. To show manageability note first that the pseudo- 

dimension of gn, = { (f,t (0, t), . . . ,f,, (co, t)); (/t (/ < K} c IR”, where fni(cc), t) = 

n -1’2d;j’[F(&;(l +Zitn-1’2))-F(&;)] is less than or equal to r; next the envelope 

functions of Sn, are uniformly bounded by virtue of assumptions A3(iii) and 

A4(ii). This implies that manageability is satisfied with h(x) = A(~/x)~‘, for some 

constant A (see Pollard, 1990, Definition 7.9). The rest of the conditions of Theo- 

rem 10.6 of Pollard (1990) are easily seen to be satisfied with H(.s, t) = 0 and Q(.s, t) = 0. 

Thus relation (A.4) is true. 

The second term on the right hand side of (A.3) is 

~-1’2~~ld~j’~i{f(&~)+[(~~~;I~1)&~+A~]~’(&~+Bf)}~ 

By Lemma A.1 and assumption A4, the second of the above two terms is an order 

of magnitude smaller than the first and can easily be shown to converge to zero in 

probability. The first term is in absolute value 

n-1’2 i d{j’(P* -D*>‘d*;f(Ei) 
i=l 

= (pl -/3*)'n-1'2 iil dij’[d,i + Cd^Ii -dli)lf(Ei) 

< ~1’2~l(Pl-P^l)ll [[In-’ ,El dij'dlif(ei)[l 
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II 
n 

+SLlpj{lDj6i~‘-l/} no’ C d;j’d];f(&i) 

i=l III 
and both terms on the right hand side of the above inequality converge to zero by 

assumptions A3(ii), A4, A5, and Lemma A.l(i). This completes the proof of the 

lemma. 

Proof of Lemma 2.3. In the arguments that follow we will condition on the matrix 

Q. The fact that for each fixed D, relation (2.9) holds implies that (2.9) is also true 

unconditionally. In view of (2.7) and Lemma 2.2 it suffices to show 

S*jz(Li)=C”* i d;j~[Fn(~;a)-F(~)]-*O, j*=q+l,...,p, (A.5) 
I=1 

in probability under H,. By the fact that p^, 6 are nl’* -consistent estimators of the 

corresponding quantities the above will follow from 

sup] I&,,(d)l; IIn I’*4 11 <K} + 0, in probability, (A.6) 

for all K>O. Write 

+ sup, n-“* (A.7) 
i=l 

where F(.;d) is given in (2.3). Writing F(&;d)-F(w)=n-’ C:,=, ]F(FI$a,,(d)+ 

A; dli,) -F(K)] and using a second order Taylor expansion, the second term on the 

right hand side of (A.7) becomes 

n 

sup, n-t/* c d,, 
L 
n-’ 

i=l 
j, I[~(cx;,(n)-l)+d;dli,lf(~) 

+0.5[~(cx,~(d)-l)+d;d,;~]~f’(~+6;,~)} 
II 

< sup4 n-‘” i$, d;j2 &f(y) be1 i 0; Z;,] 1 
j’= 1 

+ sup, nF2 i dij2 yf(K) 
i 

n-l i dizi,(Ci,-l) 
i=l i’=l 

II 

n 

i 

n 

f SUPd n-“2 C dij,f(w) no’ C d;d,i, 
i=l i’z, II 

+ sup, n-l’* i dij2[nplig, [~(ai,(n)l)+d;d,i,l*~‘(~+~,,,)~l 
i=l 

(A.8) 
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where the first two terms on the right hand side of (A.8) resulted from a one term 

Taylor expansion a;(d) - 1 = d;z; Ci where C; is between oi(d) and 1. The second 

and fourth terms on the right hand side of (A.8) are of smaller order of magnitude 

and can easily be shown to converge to zero. By assumption A3(i) the third term 

will converge to zero provided that 

(A-9) 

Recalling that under H, M$=(&‘~ti +ei-/$‘Xri)6~‘, it follows that 

~-&i=&i(~~‘~i-l)-(~i_‘~i-l)(~~-P~)’d~i+(~~-_~)’d*i. 

Thus by assumptions A3(i),(ii), A4, A5 and Lemma A.l(i), 

nm1 C dijIf(W) -fCEi)l 
i 

~ C,n-’ C ld;j(~-&;)l = O,(l). (A. 10) 

By assumption A2(i), 

(A.ll) 

Relations (A.lO), (A.ll) show (A.9). By a similar argument the first term on the 

right hand side of (A.8) converges to zero. Thus we have shown that the second term 

on the right hand side of (A.7) converges to zero. It remains to show that the first 

term on the right hand side of (A.7) converges to zero in probability. To do this we 

will show 

and 

SUP, SUpi t2 1’2JlF,(~;~)-~(~;~)l-[F,(~)-~(~)l/ -ro, (A. 12) 

SUp,n1’2~[F~(~)-F(~)]-[F~(~i)-F(~i)]I +O, (A.13) 

in probability, where pi = (vi - Bt’Xti) d;-’ = E; oi &i-l, under Ho. Relations (A. 12) and 

(A.13) imply that the first term on the right hand side of (A.7) is less than or equal to 

n-1/2 j, dij2[Fn(ci)-F(~i)1) + O,(l). (A. 14) 

Let now B” denote the Brownian Bridge such that, on a possibly different prob- 

ability space lln”2[F,(. ) - F( . )] - B’(F( e ))I1 -+ 0 almost surely, where Ij . 11 stands 

for the sup-norm (Skorokhod connstruction). Thus 

SUpi n 1’2/[~~(~i)-F(~i)1-[F~(Ei)--F(Ei)ll 

~211n”2[F,(‘)-F(‘)]-Bo(F(‘))I( +SUpi/B”(F(fi))-Bo(F(&;))I +O, 

in probability by Lemma A.1 and the uniform continuity of the Brownian Bridge. 

Thus, by assumptions A3(i) and A4(ii), 
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n-l’zi$l a;,*[[F,($)-F($)l-[Fn(Ei)-F(Ej)lJI = O,(l)* (A.15) 

Next, 

n-1’2 ig, dij,[F,(Ei)-F(Ei)l / = Op(l) (A. 16) 

by Proposition A.1 in Akritas (1990). Relations (A.15) and (A.16) imply that the 

expression in (A.14) is o,,(l) and this proves that the first term on the right hand 

side of (A.7) is o,(l). It remains to show relations (A.12), (A.13). Relation (A.13) 

follows by Skorokhod construction argument similar to the one used following 

(A.14). To show (A.12) we will first show that for each fixed te fRq+‘, lltli <K, 

~(n)=SUpin1’21[F~(~;d)-F(~;d)]-[F,(~)-F(~)]l-*0, (A.17) 

in probability, where n =np1’2 t. Let ,J??,,(. ) = _CFl,,(. ) - L&(. ) where gl,(. ) = 
P[F,(. ;A)-F(. ;A)], Yln( *)=rF IF,(.)-F(s)]. Thus ~(4~I/%(~)I/, and 
(A.17) will follow from IIg,,( .)I1 --f 0, in probability. To show this consider first the 

finite dimensional distributions of gn(. ). For each fixed x, and under H,, 

.Z&(x) = ni’2[F,(x;d)-F&4)] -n’“[F,(x)-F(x)] 

where the independent variables Bi satisfy E(B,) = 0, Var(Bj) = n~‘pi( 1 -pi) where 

p; = lF(Xori(d) + 0; dli) -F(X)1 , and P( I Bi I < 2~“~) = 1, for all i. By Bernstein’s in- 

equality (Uspensky, 1937) 

P(lilBii>nc) <2exP/- (nc)* 
I 2 Cr=i Var(Bi)+ (2/3)(2~“~)n~ ’ 

Using this with c = 6/n, it follows that P(I Cl=, B; I > 6) + 0 for all 6> 0. It follows 

that all finite dimensional distributions of the process gn(. ) converge to those of 

the zero process. From covariance calculations similar to those of Shorack (1973) 

it follows that @n#-‘(. )) [L~?~,(F-~(. ))] is relatively compact, where gl,, [gZn] 

equals gl,, [.G?2n] at the jump points and is linear between these points. It follows 

that @,, = gl, - @2n is relatively compact and hence it converges weakly to the zero 

process. This implies II&E?n(. )[I + 0 in probability and so IIJZ~(. )I1 -+ 0 in probability 

which shows (A.17). 

Next, using an argument similar to that in Bickel(l975) or Boldin (1983), decom- 

pose the cube C4 = {sl: s1 E lRq and Is1 I <([l/6] + 1)&M}, where (sl 1 = maximum of 

the absolute values of the coordinates of sl, as the union of cubes with vertices on 

the grid of points (j, SA4, . . . , jq 6M), where ji = 0, f 1, . . . , f [l/6] + 1. In a similar 

manner decompose the cube C’= {s2: s2 E fR’ and Is2 I <([l/6] +1)&M} and let C= 
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Cq x Cr. (Note that for each K in (A.6) there exists M such that {d : //~I”~A 11 <K} C 

{A = n-“2t: t E C} .) Ifs, E Cq, let Pq(s,) be the lowest vertex of the cube containing 

s, and set d4(sl) = H”~P~(~,). Similarly define d’(s,) = K”‘P~(~,) for any s2 E C’, 

and set d(t)‘= (A q(s,)‘, 0’(.s2)‘) for any t’= (s;, s;) E C. For fixed 6 (A. 17) implies 

sup (T(d (t)); t E C} -+ 0 in probability. (A.18) 

Next, let Cp be any cube of the partition of Cq let Pf be its lowest vertex and np = 

n-1’2Pp. Also let C[ be any cube of the partition of C’, P{ be its lowest vertex and 

O;= n-1’2 P{. Finally let 0; = (A;‘, A[‘) and C, = Cp x C;. We will show that 

sup{1T(d2)-T(d,)l;d2=n-l’2t, tEC,} <o,(l)-A6, (A. 19) 

where A does not depend on 6. Since for each fixed 6 there are finite many Cl’s 

(A.19) holds uniformly in Cr. Since 

sup{T(d); 11~“~4 II <K} 

relations (A.18) and (A.19) imply sup{T(d);lIn “*All <K} <o,(l)+AG. For a suit- 

able choice of 6, this implies that for each a,, a2 >O, P(sup{ r(n); jjn1’2n (1 <K} > 6,) < 

6, for all n large enough and this shows (A.12). It remains to show (A.19). The left 

hand side of (A.19) is less than or equal to 

suP/&(~“211F,(~ ;,&-F(. ;A,)1 - iFA. ;d,)-F(. ;~,)lll) 

~~1’21/[~~Pd2F,(~;~2)-infdz~(~;~2)1-[~,(~;~l)-~(~;~1)1/I 

+n”2/II~~~A2fT. ;~2)-infA,h(. ;A211 + FA. ;d,)-F(. ;OdllI. 

(A.20) 

For the argument that follows it is convenient to separate the positive and negative 

arguments in the above sup-norms. Let POS, (POS2) stand for the first (second) 

term on the right hand side of (A.20) when the sup-norm applies only to positive 

arguments. Similarly define NEGr, NEG2. Thus the right hand side of (A.20) is 

< POS, + POS2 + NEG, + NEG,. 

Recall that each d is a (q + r)-dimensional column vector and that ai depends 

only on d2, the last r coordinates of d. It should be clear from the context when 

d, denotes the last r coordinates of d (i.e., d’=(d;,d;)) or a (q+r)-dimensional 

vector (so d,=(d;r, 4i2)); similarly d, will be used to denote both the first q com- 

ponents of d and a (q+r)-dimensional vector. Let dj,=(d;jL,d&L) be such that 

d~iLzi=inf{d’,z,;d2=n-“2s2,s2EC~}, d;irdli=inf{d;dli;d,=n~1’2s,,slECp}. 

Also let O:,= (d;jt,,d;iU) be such that d&z; =sup{d;zj;d2= K”2.s2, s2 E C;}, 

n;;cid,i=sUp{d;d,i;dl=n-1’2s,,slECp}. Thus we have 
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+nl/2 n-l n 

II 
;zl [F(eai(diU)+d;iudli) 

II 

cm 

-F( ’ ai + d;;Ldli)l . (A.21) 
0 

Arguing as in the proof of (A.17) the first term on the right hand side of (A.21) is 

seen to be o,,(l). Using a Taylor expansion and assumptions A3, A4 and A5, the 

second term is seen to be less than A6 where A does not depend on 6. Similarly 

POS2, NEG,, NEG, can be shown to be less than o,(l) +A6. This shows (A. 19) 

and completes the proof of the lemma. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Write 

W**‘D,(D;D&‘D; W**- W**‘fi,@;d,)-9; W** 

= W**‘(D2-D,)(D;D2)-1D; W**+ W**‘D,(D;D,)-‘(D,-8,)‘W** 

- W**‘a,[(D;D,)-‘-(d;d,)-‘Id; W**. (A.22) 

We will show that 

n-‘“(d, - D2)‘W**+ 0 in probability under Ho. (A.23) 

In view of Lemma 2.3 this implies that the first and second terms on the right hand 

side of (A.22) converge to zero in probability. By Lemma 2.3 again, (A.23) also im- 

plies that n-i’2 & W** remains bounded in probability and thus the third term on 

the right hand side of (A.22) converges to zero in probability. It remains to show 

(A.23). This will follow from 

n-l’2 i (dij - dij) m$** + 0 in probability, j = q + 1, . . . , p. (A.24) 
i=l 

First note that 

H1’zigl (dij-dij)(K**- F4$*) 

~SUpiI~ijij_jjIn1'211Fn(' ;a)-F(')/I -rO (A.25) 

in probability by Lemmas 2.1 and A. l(ii). Similarly, by (2.6) and the definition of 

I$ (with E: = E; o; 6;’ + Ai, and ET* between Ei and Ei oi &;I), 
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+ K1’2i$I (~;jii_ij)&i(l-O;ail)f(Ei**) 

< l/.“2(~~-_P,)11SuPiI~~j-dijln~1 C llal~f(EjC)II 

(A.26) 

in probability, by Lemma A.1 and assumptions A3(i), A4(i). Next from the decom- 

position of I&-D2 given prior to (A.l) it follows that for j= q + 1, . . . ,p 

~ij - dij 

where Pi (Pi) denotes the i-th row of the matrix P (p). Thus if Vc = (V, - 0.5, . . . , 

V, - 0.5) denotes the centered vector V, 

n-1’2 ~ (~ij -dij) ~ 
i=l 

= n -1’2iil (dij-dij)(v-O.5) 

+ I~-1’2(Xrjo~1(l-~18~1) ,~..,X~jO,‘(l-O,~~‘))BVcI 

+ In-1’2(X~jo;1,...,X,ja,1)(P-P)I/CI. (A.27) 

For the first term on the right hand side of (A.27) we have 

nl’2i~~Xij~;l(sb1-1)(v0.5)/ 

= n -1’2i~~dij(~-0.~){(s-s).L,+0.5[(~-~)’~i12Ci}~ =0,(l) 

by assumptions A3(i), A4(ii) and A5. The other two terms on the right hand side 

of (A.27) can also be shown to converge to zero by straightforward but tedious 

arguments. Relations (A.25), (A.26) and (A.27) imply (A.24) and complete the 

proof of the theorem. 
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